Ⅰ. INTRODUCTION
The main data processing steps of Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry (InSAR) include: SAR image co-registration, interferogram production, reference plane phase remove, interferogram filter, terrain influence remove, phase unwrapping, geometric transformation, and etc. The key step is phase unwrapping. However, due to the effects of several factors, i.e., thermal noise, temporal and geometrical decorrelation as well as error of image co-registration, the interferogram computed from a pair of SAR images (acquired over the same region) has large numbers of residues (noises). The noises increase difficulty in phase unwrapping, and even result in failure of phase unwrapping [1] . Therefore, before phase unwrapping, it is necessary to carry on interferogram filtering to reduce the noises, which can ensure accuracy and reliability of unwrapped phase data.
Various filters have been proposed to reduce interferogram noises, such as median filter, mean filter [2] , Goldstein filter [3] , adaptive filter [4] , wavelet filter [5] [6] and etc. However, there are many disadvantages in the above filters: median filter works well when the current pixel is noise. Otherwise, when it is not noise or median, this filter will fail. Mean filter prevails in ESA and JPL, but it is apt to blur interferogram fringe. Goldstein filter is widely used now, with good performance in high SNR but dissatisfied performance in low SNR. Adaptive filter, particularly local adaptive filter, makes algorithms complicated and time-consuming, with weak stability and operability which results from the tasks of slope degree calculating, interferogram fringe positioning, fringe orientation deciding and complex phase unwrapping. In addition, all these algorithms have some contradiction between noise suppression and accuracy maintenance. Wavelet filter has been a hot research topic in recent years, and a number of investigators have already introduced it into filtering InSAR interferograms [5] [6] . However, these filters have good effects in theory, but not in practice, and the denoising effects highly depend on the determination of threshold values. In view of the disadvantages of a single filter, many investigators [5, 7] have proposed to combine the merits of multiple filters to carry on filtering. These algorithms have showed great potential in filtering the conventional images [5] . In the aspect of InSAR interferogram, few scholars [5, 7] have taken the lead in carrying on the beneficial research.
In order to conduct a further study of multi-filters combinational algorithm and raise SNR of interferograms, this paper proposes an algorithm of Wavelet-Sigma combined (WSC) filter, and discusses how to filter noises in the interferograms by utilizing the merits of Wavelet transform and Sigma filter. To validate the proposed filter, one ASAR C-band interferogram over Bam, Iran is selected to carry on the experiment of filter and analysis, and the result will be compared with the results of two typical filters, i.e., Wavelet soft-threshold filter and Sigma filter.
Ⅱ. WAVELET-SIGMA COMBINED (WSC) FILTER FOR INTERFEROGRAM

A. Wavelet Filter Based on Multi-resolution Analysis
An InSAR interferogram could be considered as a complex matrix, if using the Mallat algorithm to decompose and reconstruct the interferogram in multiple scales, we need to obtain real matrix and imaginary matrix of the interferogram first. Assuming that ƒ(x, y) represents real matrix or imaginary matrix of the interferogram, its two dimension wavelet transform is defined as following:
Where: j is decomposing scale, λ are three low frequency components, R 2 is the collectivity of square integrable function in real number set, ψ is wavelet function.
Assuming that H and G are corresponding filter coefficient matrixes of scale function φ(x) andψ (y), its two dimension wavelet can be decomposed as following: 
Wavelet filter is composed of three steps: wavelet transform, wavelet coefficient nonlinear processing to filter noise and inverse wavelet transform. In the 2 nd step, filter processing is conducted in decomposed high frequency coefficients while low frequency ones are preserved. The reason is that there is lots of information contained in low frequency coefficients in wavelet decomposing, change of those will cause change of image. Meanwhile, some important wavelet coefficients with big absolute value are not noises but fringe signals which should be preserved too. Moreover, noises distribute in high frequency coefficients when firstly decomposed. Noises become fewer as the decomposing processing. It needs to be clarified that firstly wavelet filter is not to smooth but to remove all noises with all signals preserved, without thinking of their frequency range. Secondly, it processes wavelet coefficients in wavelet domain [9] .
Compared with other general algorithms, the algorithm based on multi-resolution wavelet transform has following advantages: ⑴ The entropy of interferogram is decreased in wavelet domain due to the sparse distribution of wavelet coefficients. ⑵ Because of the method of multi-resolution, the algorithm of wavelet transform can describe the non-stationary characteristics of interferogram very well, i.e., edge and spike. So it avails the feature's extraction and protection. ⑶ Decorrelation of the interferogram can be achieved in wavelet domain, and the noises after Wavelet transform have the whitening trend. Therefore, denoising can be realized more easily in wavelet domain than time domain and space domain. Through the first and the second advantages, it can be concluded that wavelet filter is able to well preserve abrupt changes and fringes of image as removing noises [10] .
B. Sigma Filter
Sigma filter is Sigma probability based on Gaussian distribution with mean filter property [11] . The principles when it is used in interferogram are as following:
⑴ Defining a window with size of （2n+1，2m+1）, moving it across interferogram real matrix and imaginary matrix and calculating its mean value X mean and standard deviationσ .
⑵ Setting the window's upper limit threshold Xmax and the lower limit threshold Xmin. . Sigma filter could remove the influence on center pixel by pixels further than u times standard deviation, which are often considered as noises, and preserve fringe information [11] .
C. Structure and Filter Implementation of Wavelet-Sigma Filter
Sigma filter is based on the statistical character of digital signal. It can eliminate noises but not that competent. It needs several times of processing, which may result in loss of image information [8] . Referring to chapter 2.1 and 2.2, wavelet transform algorithm and Sigma filter are very complementary, which means that we can perform filter by combining the advantages of wavelet transform, such as low entropy, multi-resolution, Gaussian noise whitening and decorrelation superiority, with the advantages of Sigma filter, such as non-stationary characteristics.
Thus, the paper attempts to combine wavelet transform and Sigma filter to eliminate InSAR interferogram noises. Firstly, decompose real matrix or imaginary matrix using wavelet multi-resolution analysis. Secondly, use Sigma filter to filter decomposed part of high frequency. Lastly, reconstruct the wavelet coefficients to get decomposed real matrix or imaginary matrix. The flow is shown as Fig.1 (LL, HH, VV, DD are low frequency coefficients, horizontal high frequency coefficients, vertical high frequency coefficients and diagonal high frequency coefficients).
Using the algorithm of WSC to filter an InSAR interferogram, the steps are as following:
⑴ Extract real part and imaginary part from the 7 interferogram (viz., signal y with noise), and get two matrixes. 
Ⅲ. Filter experiment and analysis
A. Experiment Data and Filter Assessment Criterion
According to the description in part 2, the corresponding Matlab programs of WSC filter is compiled. In order to validate the effects of WSC, two ASAR C-band SAR interferogram over part of Bam, Iran (wavelength is 5.6 cm, images are got at 2003.6.11 and 2004.2.11 respectively) are selected to carry on the experiment. The image block size for wavelet analysis is 600×800 pixels.
The experiment not only analyzes the filter effects of this algorithm, but also compares the result of WSC filter with the results of wavelet soft-threshold filter and Sigma filter to validate the efficiency and superiority of this algorithm. Regarding wavelet soft-threshold filter, signal is transformed to frequency domain at first, which can avoid loss of image characteristics information. While Sigma filter is based on the statistical character of digital signal, which can eliminate noises with fringe information preserved.
The appraisal parameters selected for the filter results of this experiments are following: visualization effect of image, chart of PDSD and histogram of PDSD [12] , number of residues [12] (the less the residues are, the better the quality of the interferogram is). The PDSD is defined by the equation [12] : 
,n is the PDSD value of the center of window. PDSD is considered as the effective measure that is directly used to appraise the quality of interferogram [12] , the bigger its value is, the worse the quality of the interferogram is.
B. Experiment Result and Contrastive Analysis
Original interferogram over Bam, Iran is showed in fig.2  (a) . Fig.2 (b)-(d) separately demonstrates the results of wavelet soft-threshold filter, 5×5 Sigma filter and WSC filter that is proposed in this paper. Fig.3 (a)-(d) demonstrates the results of PDSD that correspond to fig.2 (a)-(d) , and their values correspond to color bar (the bigger its value is, the worse the quality of the interferogram is). Fig.4 (a)-(d) demonstrates the histograms of PDSD that correspond to fig.3 (a)-(d) (the smaller its value is, the better the quality of the interferogram is). The Stat. of residues for four interferograms of fig.2 is listed in tab.1. According to fig.2, fig.3 and fig.4 , we can easily find that in two aspects of visualization effect and PDSD, the result of WSC filter is better than the results of wavelet soft-threshold filter and Sigma filter. The main reason is described as follows: Wavelet transform has good trait of time-frequency localization, but the effects of wavelet soft-threshold filter are related with the determination of thresholds. If the thresholds are too low, it will induce bad effects. Contrarily, larger thresholds are responsible for over-smoothness of image. Sigma filter can eliminate noise theoretically, but that is undesirable by experiments. Because of combining the advantages of wavelet transform and Sigma filter, WSC can not only remove the noises effectively, but also protect the edge information well.
We carry on the statistics of PDSD which correspond to the interferograms of three filters (see also Fig.4 From above analysis and statistics, we know that the result of WSC filter is better than the results of Sigma filter and wavelet soft-threshold filter, while the results of Sigma filter and Wavelet soft-threshold filter are almost the same.
Ⅳ. CONCLUSIONS
By analyzing the merits of wavelet transform and Sigma filter respectively, this paper proposes WSC filter and programmes to realize corresponding algorithm. To validate the proposed filter, one ASAR C-band interferogram over Bam, Iran (corresponding image block size is 600×800 pixels) is selected to carry on the experiment of filter and analysis. By selecting visualization effect of image, chart of PDSD and histogram of PDSD, number of residues as appraisal parameters, WSC filter is compared with Wavelet soft-threshold filter and Sigma filter.
From visualization effect of image, chart of PDSD and histogram of PDSD of InSAR interferogram, we know that WSC filter can eliminate noises more efficiently, compared with wavelet soft-threshold filter and Sigma filter. Besides, in the two aspects of PDSD standard deviation value (<0.5) and residues decrement, the results are as following: WSC filter 406,917 and 79.96％, wavelet soft-threshold filter 397,395 and 73.72 ％ , Sigma filter 388,752 and 74.37 ％ . The experiment proves that WSC filter is quite effective to eliminate InSAR interferogram noise.
